In an experiment performed at the GSI Fragment Separator (FRS) in July 2001, the decay of 45 Fe has been investigated in order to establish whether it proceeds by simultaneous emission of two protons from the ground state, as suggested by theoretical predictions [1, 2] , or by conventional β + decay. This extremely neutron-deficient nucleus was produced in the fragmentation of a 650 MeV/nucleon 58 Ni beam impinging on a 4 g/cm 2 Be target. The average beam intensity was about 4×10 8 ions/s. In order to reduce the number of contaminant ions transmitted through the FRS, an aluminum degrader was mounted at the first FRS focus in addition to the standard achromatic degrader at the middle focal plane. Ions reaching the final focus were identified in-flight using the Bρ-TOF-∆E method. The time-of-flight (TOF) was determined by means of 3 scintillator detectors located at the second, third and final focal planes, respectively. The energy loss (∆E) was measured with an ionization chamber.
After identification, the ions were slowed down in an aluminum degrader of variable thickness and implanted into a telescope of eight Si detectors, each 60 mm in diameter and 300 µm thick. The telescope was mounted inside a 30 cm long NaI(Tl) detector, composed of six crystals forming a barrel with inner and outer diameters of 8 cm and 40 cm, respectively. The NaI detector allowed to provide efficient discrimination against β + events which are accompanied by at least two annihilation photons. The probability to detect at least one γ photon following the β + decay of 49 Ni and 50 Co was measured to be 93 %. Decay signals from the Si detectors were processed using specially developed preamplifiers with a fast-reset function, allowing to block the input circuit by an external logical pulse. In this way, low-energy decay signals (≈ 1 MeV) could be detected already a few microseconds after the implantation of a heavy ion which is accompanied by a release of up to 1 GeV in the same detector. A detailed description of the applied detection setup is given in Ref. [3] .
During ≈140 hours, six ions of 45 Fe were implanted in the Si telescope. Five of these implantation events could be correlated with decay signals occurring later in the same detector, see Table 1 . (Ion number 4 was implanted into a detector which decay spectroscopy setup was temporarily malfunctioning.) In one decay (event 3), the energy of about 10 MeV was released and a coincident photon was observed in the NaI detector. This event is consistent with the β-delayed proton emission scenario. In each of the other four decay events, a completely different pattern is observed: the energy of ≈1 MeV is released in the Si detector where the ion was stopped, with no other signal in coincidence. Such a pattern is expected if 45 Fe decays by the emission of two protons from the ground state. A detailed analysis of possible sources of background radiation was undertaken. It was found that the probability to observe a random background-induced decay signal, with about 1 MeV and occurring within 10 ms after implantation of a heavy ion, was smaller than 10 −3 . This leads us to conclude that the decay signals observed to be correlated with implanted 45 Fe ions do represent the decay of this nuclide.
The half-life estimated by a applying a maximumlikelihood method to the five data points is T 1/2 = 3.2 +2.6 −1.0 ms. Our data suggest that 45 Fe decays predominantly (≈ 80 %) by the emission of two protons with the total energy of 1.1 ± 0.1 MeV.
The measured decay energy is in very good agreement with estimated Q-values for 2p emission: (1.154 ± 0.094) MeV [1] and (1.279±0.181) MeV [2] . The half-life is found to be in reasonable agreement with the prediction of a rigorous three-body model of 2p radioactivity, developed by Grigorenko et al. [4] , which yields T 1/2 = 13 ms for Q = 1.1 MeV.
A more detailed description of the data analysis and discussion of the results has been published in Ref. [5] . The results of another 45 Fe decay study, performed at GANIL, support our conclusions [6] . In the β + /EC decay of the N=Z nucleus 94 Ag, preliminary evidence for a long-lived (T 1/2 =0.3(2) s), high-spin (I≥17) isomer in 94 Ag, in addition to the known (7 + ) isomer, was obtained in a previous GSI-ISOL experiment [1] . The two 94 Ag levels were studied by measuring β − γ coincidences, which yielded also information about excited states in the daughter nucleus 94 Pd. The existence of the (I≥17) isomer has been confirmed in a recent GSI-ISOL experiment, where both β-delayed γ rays [2] and protons were detected. The 94 Ag nuclei were produced by using the fusion-evaporation reaction 58 Ni( 40 Ca,p3n). The β + /EC-delayed proton decay of 94 Ag was measured by recording β−p, p−γ, β−p−γ and p−γ − γ coincidences with high-granularity arrays of germanium and silicon detectors [3] .
The spectrum of γ rays measured in coincidence with protons is displayed in Fig. 1 . This spectrum shows more than 20 peaks matching the γ de-excitation pattern of high-spin states in 93 Rh, which are known from in-beam γ-spectroscopy [4] . Thus we have observed the feeding of high-spin states in 93 Rh, populated by proton emission from excited states of 94 Pd. This gives further evidence for the β decay of a spin-gap isomer in 94 Ag with I≥17 and T 1/2 =0.5(1) s, with the latter result being deduced from the time distribution of the p−γ data.
The proton energy spectrum measured in coincidence with the known 698 keV γ-transition in 93 Rh is shown in Fig. 2 . It has a maximum at an energy around 3 MeV, with the low-energy bump corresponding to β particles. As the 698 keV γ-transition (see Fig. 1 ) indicates a population of the 5.69 MeV, 33/2 − state in 93 Rh (thus discriminating against p-γ events from the decay of the (7 + ) isomer), and the proton separation energy in 94 Pd amounts to 4.47 MeV, the end-point of the proton spectrum of about 5 MeV gives an estimate of at least 15 MeV for the highest excitation energy of 94 Pd states fed in β decay of the 94 Ag isomer (I π ≥17 + ). As can be seen from the comparatively modest intensity of the β component in Fig. 2 , the dominant β-decay mechanism leading to proton emission is electron-capture, which apparently holds for the decay of both 94 Ag isomers. A remarkable feature of the observed decay pattern is a preferred feeding of negativeparity states at high excitation energies in 93 Rh, which points to odd orbital momenta of the emitted protons assuming even parity for the parent states [1] . All in all, we have obtained experimental evidence for a I≥17, T 1/2 =0.5(1) s isomer in 94 Ag, whose β-decay energy is at least 15 MeV. This state is characterized by the highest spin ever observed for β-decaying nuclei. Shellmodel calculations have predicted numerous spin-gap isomers in the proton-neutron (p 1/2 , g 9/2 ) model space [5] , but so far only the I π =(21/2 + ) state in 95 Pd was observed [6] . These calculations fail to predict a high-spin isomer for 94 Ag, with the closest candidate 21 + , which represents the highest spin in the model space [1] . Only inclusion of excitations up to 3p-3h of the 100 Sn core can reproduce this type of isomerism [7] .
Studies of nuclei in the
100 Sn region offer the possibility to test nuclear models describing structure and decay properties of nuclei in which protons and neutrons occupy identical orbitals near a double shell closure. An insight into the structure of nuclei close to 100 Sn can be gained by studying their β decay which is dominated by πg 9/2 →νg 7/2 Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions. An attractive feature of such nuclei is that most of the GT strength lies within the Q EC -value window. Such a concentration of strength has recently been observed in a series of light indium and silver isotopes (see [1] and references therein).
100 Sn has been predicted to decay by one GT transition to a single 1 + 1p-1h state in 100 In at an excitation energy of about 1.8 MeV, while the closest even-even neighbours of 100 Sn, 98 Cd and 102 Sn, show a spreading of the GT strength over a number of 1 + states in the daughter nucleus. In the recent experiments at the GSI-ISOL facility we used the FEBIAD-B3C ion sources with the addition of CS 2 [2] for the mass separation of SnS + ions. In this way routinely about 60% of the intensity of the Sn + beam was shifted to the SnS + molecular side-band, where the strong suppression of contaminants [2] cleaned the beams from In, Cd, and Pd isobars. Only the strongly produced activities of Ag were traced in on-line experiments, the suppression of which was 4-5 times lower than the anticipated value of 10 4 found in off-line studies. The latter effect may be due to an operation of the ion source at lower temperature compared to the off-line measurement, which was made to enhance the SnS + intensity. We measured β-γ-γ decay properties of 101−105 Sn with two complementary set-ups, namely (i) the Total Absorption Spectrometer (TAS) for the measurement of GT strength distributions and (ii) an array of germanium detectors (including a FZR-Cluster and two GSI-Clover detectors) operated in coincidence with silicon β-detectors. β-delayed protons of 101 Sn were measured by using ∆E-E silicon telescopes. The intensities of the mass-separated 101−105 Sn beams were obtained from the experimental decay properties. By using a 40 particlenA 58 Ni beam, a 3 mg/cm 2 50 Cr target, and a catcher of ZrO 2 fibers inside the FEBIAD source, we reached secondary beam intensities given in Table 1 . These values are about one to two orders of magnitude higher than those obtained by a previous FRS experiment [3] .
The data on the 102 Sn decay collected with the high resolution set-up (ii) as well as spectra obtained by the small germanium detector in the TAS confirm the main features of the 102 Sn decay scheme proposed by Stolz [3] on the basis of an FRS experiment. The main difference is that we do not confirm the 53 keV transition (see Fig. 1 ), which was previously [3] placed at the very bot- 102 Sn from the experiment (solid line) and from a GEANT simulation based on the modified level scheme of Ref. [3] (dashed line). tom of the 102 In level scheme. Removing this transition from the decay scheme may affect the spin assignment of the ground state of 102 In. Figure 2 presents the β-gated TAS spectrum of 102 Sn after subtraction of contributions from daughter activities which were determined in separate measurements. The maximum occurring at a recorded TAS-energy of about 2.5 MeV is interpreted as being due to the πg 9/2 →νg 7/2 GT resonance at a 102 In excitation energy of about 1.5 MeV.
In summary, the development of SnS + beams at the GSI ISOL allowed us to study in detail the β-decay properties of 101−105 Sn. These data, in particular those on β-γ-γ coincidences, are under evaluation. An extrapolation of the experimental beam intensities, yields 8 atoms/h for 100 Sn indicating that the measurement of β-delayed γ rays of this nucleus will indeed be a very challenging task. 100 Sn is the heaviest doubly-magic N=Z nucleus, located at the proton drip line, where protons and neutrons occupy identical shell-model orbitals. The overlap of their wave functions is large, which further causes a strong proton-neutron interaction to be expected. Beta decay in this region is dominated by an allowed GamowTeller (GT) transformation πg 9/2 → νg 7/2 , which in the decay of an even-even nucleus populates the I π = 1 + GT resonance. For an odd-neutron parent nucleus the coupling of this resonance to the unpaired nucleon can be studied. This provides a test of the residual interaction via the β-delayed γ-ray spectroscopy.
References
Measurements of β-delayed γ-rays and protons were performed at the GSI-ISOL facility for 101,103,105 Sn. It was essential for this experiment to efficiently suppress the isobaric indium, cadmium, silver and palladium contaminants by using the novel sulphurisation technique [1] . The β-delayed γ-ray spectra were measured with an array of high-resolution germanium detectors (17 crystals) in grow-in mode as well as with the Total Absorption Spectrometer (TAS) in decay mode. Moreover, ∆E-E telescope was used to record β-delayed protons [2, 3] . Further experimental details are given in refs. [1] [2] [3] .
We report on the new data for the β decay of 103 Sn. In Fig. 1 the β-gated γ-ray spectrum for 103 Sn, taken at mass A=103+32 with the germanium array, is shown. The 720, 726 and 740 keV lines are known to belong to the decay of the 103 In daughter activity [4] . The 1077 keV line has been identified by in-beam spectroscopy [5] to represent the 11/2 + → 9/2 + transition in 103 In. The data shown in Fig. 1 yield the first evidence for β-delayed γ-rays of 643, 821, 1077, 1356, 1397 and 1428 keV, which are preliminarily assigned to the decay of 103 Sn. The TAS spectrum gated by protons is shown in Fig. 2 . The 776 and 776+1022 keV lines correspond to the 2 + state in 102 Cd fed by β-delayed protons after a EC and β + -decay of 103 Sn, respectively. Based on these data, a β + /EC ratio of 0.06 for the proton emission to the 2 + state in 102 Cd was estimated. A corresponding ratio of 0.6 for the proton emission to the ground state in 102 Cd was obtained using a proton-γ anti-coincidence condition. The Q EC value of 103 Sn was preliminarily determined from these β + /EC ratios and the average energy of β-delayed protons [6] to be 7.5±0.5 MeV.
The half-life of 103 Sn, obtained from the β-delayed proton time distribution, is shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . The result of the fit being T 1/2 = 7.0 ± 0.6 s is in agreement Some thirty years after it was opened up to observation, the region around doubly magic 132 Sn still remains the object of intense interest as the shell structure and effective residual interactions in this part of the nuclidic chart are intimately related to many important issues. The very different predictions obtained by various theoretical approaches, e.g., for the proposed quenching of shell-closures for extremely neutron rich nuclei, is a clear indication that the detailed understanding of neutron-rich systems far from stability is far from complete. To obtain more experimental information about excited states in nuclei "southwest" of 132 Sn, we have performed an experiment aimed at searching for relatively long-lived (0.1-100 µs) isomeric states and studying their decay using high-resolution γ-ray spectroscopy. Ref. [1] describes the in-flight fission fragment isomer spectroscopy method in more detail.
The isotopes of interest were produced directly in projectile fission of 732 MeV/nucleon 238 U on a 208 Pb target, and subsequently separated and identified event-by-event using the fragment separator FRS. At the FRS focal plane, the transmitted ions were slowed down and subsequently implanted in a plastic catcher viewed by six segmented Clover-type detectors, with which delayed γ-rays emitted by the implanted ions were detected. The energy and time of all "first hits" in the Ge detectors within an 80 µs interval following the implantation of an ion were recorded together with the particle identification information for the respective ion. This allowed the construction of heavy iongated γ-ray energy-time and energy-energy matrices.
The data presented here were obtained during an effective measurement time of 8 hours with the FRS optimized for the transmission of 130 Sn. In the following, we briefly discuss some of the preliminary results obtained so far. In those cases where the observed properties are difficult to explain by systematics alone, on-going realistic shell model calculations will hopefully aid our interpretation.
125 Cd: Two strong coincident γ-transitions of 720 and 743 keV with similar intensity follow the decay of this previously unknown isomer with a half-life of 14 (2) Direct mass measurement of short-lived fission products at FRS-ESR Direct mass measurements are key experiments for the exploration of unknown territory in the chart of nuclei. Neutron-rich nuclei are of special interest because they play an important role in stellar nucleosynthesis, which progresses along the r-process path through the area of neutron-rich nuclei. Many masses of neutron-rich nuclei, produced by fission of an uranium primary beam, have been investigated in a recent FRS-ESR experiment employing isochronous mass spectrometry (IMS) [1] . The nuclei of interest were produced and separated with the FRS, and the ESR was used as a high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer. A peculiarity of the fission kinematics of relativistic projectiles can be used in order to inject efficiently the most neutron-rich isotopes and suppressing at the same time the much more abundantly produced isotopes closer to the stability line. This can be understood from Fig. 1 . The figure shows the kinetic energy of 135 Sn 50+ fission fragments as a function of the spatial angle when leaving the production target at the entrance of the FRS. In the center-of-mass system the fission fragments are spatially isotropically distributed and both fragments share unequally the available energy (which is the energy equivalent of the mass difference between the projectile and the sum of both fragments). In the laboratory frame, the fission fragments cover a wide range of kinetic energies, depending on the angle of emission relative to the direction of the primary beam. The fragments emitted in forward direction leave the target with a velocity, which is up to 6 % larger than that of the primary beam. Optimizing the FRS-ESR settings on these 'fast' fragments, the neutron-rich isotopes are preferably transmitted and the less neutron-rich fragments, which are 'slower', are suppressed. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding mass spectrum for a setting, which is optimized for 135 Sn 50+ . The spectrum was accumulated during ≈ 50 hours, with a primary beam intensity of constantly 2 · 10 9 uranium ions per pulse (every 15 s a pulse was fast extracted from the SIS). A large number of nuclides is observed, a large range of ele- ments and masses is covered, and thus a large m/q range (∆(m/q)/(m/q) 13 %) can be investigated simultaneously. The mass of many nuclides, which is so far only known from theoretical predictions, is determined for the first time in this experiment. A preliminary overview is given in Fig. 3 . These new mass data are of particular in- terest in nuclear astrophysics, where Q-values, neutronseparation energies, and half-lives are needed for nuclearreaction network calculations, which aim at modeling the true r-process path in nucleosynthesis and the understanding of the observed elemental and isotopic abundances in the solar system [4] . The data in the vicinity of closed shells (N = 50, 82, Z = 28, 50) and especially in the vicinity of double shell closures will allow the investigation of the isospin dependence of shell effects and possible new phenomena like shell quenching. The nuclei around 146 Gd represent the unique cases in the nuclide chart where the Gamow-Teller (GT) transition πh 11/2 → νh 9/2 is accessible in β-decay. Among these nuclei, the odd-odd N=83 cases are of special interest for different reasons. In general they have two β-decaying isomers: one has spin-parity 2 − , with an even number of πh 11/2 particles in the main configuration, whereas the other one is a 9
+ state with an odd number of πh 11/2 particles. Another reason for studying such nuclei is that the 2 − isomer can be produced cleanly, i.e. without contamination from the 9 + activity. Correspondingly, the 9
+ contribution can be obtained by subtraction. Different experiments were carried out at the GSI On-Line Mass-Separator with the aim of a systematic study of the β-decay of odd-odd N=83 nuclei. The β-decays of the isotope of interest were studied using a Total Absorption Spectrometer (TAS), a special device to detect entire cascades rather than individual gamma-rays. This has proved to be the best tool to reliably extract the GT strength (B GT ) from experimental β-decay data.
In Fig. 1 we present the B GT distribution for the six cases studied in this work. Each of them represents a different occupancy number of the πh 11/2 orbital starting all the way from 0 protons ( 148 Tb 2 − ) to 5 protons ( 152 Tm 9 + ). The decay of 150 Ho was the first of these cases measured with the TAS at GSI. The analysis and results are discussed in [1] . The decay of 148 Tb was presented together with the former in [2] . Results on the decay of 152 Tm are presented here for the first time. As can be seen in the figure, in the low-spin cases the B GT distribution is concentrated in a very narrow prominent peak at about 4.5 MeV, the GT resonance. This kind of decay occurs when a proton pair in the h 11/2 orbital is broken, and one of the protons decays populating four quasi-particle (4qp) states in the daughter nucleus. On the other hand, the decay of the high-spin states has two different components: the decay of the paired particle as in the low-spin case, and the decay of the unpaired πh 11/2 proton that can populate only one 2qp state in the daughter nucleus. The ratio between the B GT value related to the 4qp states (the resonance) and to the 2qp state grows rapidly with the increase of the number of πh 11/2 protons. This ratio is always bigger than what one would expect from an extreme single-particle approach. This indicates that a sizeable part of the B GT that should go to the 2qp state is shifted to higher-lying levels in the daughter nucleus. This is a common phenomenon already observed in (p,n) reactions which has been interpreted theoretically [3] . The advantage of this work is that the effect is observed systematically in several decays and can therefore be properly quantified.
Beta-decay of 156 Tm measured by total absorption spectroscopy 156 Er. A reliable measurement of this resonance requires the use of a total absorption spectrometer for detecting the entire γ-ray cascades following β decay. Two different experiments were carried out at GSI to perform such a measurement. In the first experiment we used a total absorption spectrometer developed at the PNPI, St. Petersburg (PNPI-TAgS). Details of this experiment as well as the analysis of the data and the results are given in Ref. [1] . In the second experiment an improved total absorption spectrometer (TAS) [2] , was used. In this report we present the results obtained by using the TAS and compare them with the previous work [1] .
The PNPI-TAgS represented a big step forwards at the time it was designed [3] . It was the first large size NaI spectrometer which covered a solid angle of almost 4π around the source and for the first time a beta detector was placed inside such a spectrometer. This has the triple advantage of suppressing the room background, selecting the β + component and defining the emission direction of the positrons, thus avoiding their penetration into the crystals of the spectrometer. In comparison, the TAS presents further improvements:
1. It consists of one single NaI crystal (and a plug detector) with bigger volume than the two NaI crystals that formed the PNPI-TAgS, which corresponds to a sizeable increase in detection efficiency.
2. It has a better energy resolution, mainly due to the use of better photo-multiplier tubes.
3. It has, in addition to beta detectors, a small germanium detector which allows to select the EC component of the decay by demanding coincidences with characteristic X-rays and to suppress isobaric contaminants. In the PNPI-TAgS the EC component of the decay was obtained as the difference between singles and β + -coincident spectra. A /4π. However there are two main differences in the experimental B(GT) distributions. One is that the TAS data show a more detailed structure of the resonance. The other one is the small shift of about 80 keV observed for the centroid of the resonance (see Fig. 1 ). Both these features are related to differences in the detectors and the data treatment. The measurement performed with the PNPI-TAgS was analyzed using the "peel-off" algorithm developed at PNPI [4] to deconvolute the measured spectra, whereas in the case of the TAS measurement the ExpectationMaximization method adapted to the TAS problem at IFIC [5] was applied. For both analyses the response function of the detector was calculated by means of Monte Carlo simulations. In the case of the PNPI-TAgS analysis the simulations were performed assuming that the light produced in the scintillator is proportional to the γ-ray energy. In reality it is not proportional but roughly linear with the energy. This was taken into account to calculate the TAS response function and explains the ≈80 keV shift.
It is also interesting to compare the B(GT) distribution of the 156 Tm decay presented here with that of the 152 Tm 2 − decay discussed in [6] . We observe that the spreading width of the resonance is wider as we increase the number of neutrons. This is probably due to the increase of 2p-2h and 3p-3h states that become accessible in the final state.
New isotope
184 Bi and decay spectroscopy of 188, 190 Bi. The evaporation residues were separated in-flight and subsequently identified on the basis of the recoil-α, recoil-α-α and recoil-α-γ analysis and excitation function measurements.
184 Bi Fig. 1 shows spectra used for the identification of 184 Bi, to which three groups of α decays at about 7120-7350 keV, 7445(25) keV and at 7730-7850 keV were assigned (see Fig.1a ). They were attributed to the decays of two isomeric states in 184 Bi with half-lives of T 1/2 =13(2) ms and 6.5(1.5) ms (see table 1 ). The α branching ratio of the daughter 180 Tl nucleus was deduced for the first time as b α ( 180 Tl)=(2-12)%. Full discussion of the data will be given in [1] .
Bi
The particle (α and proton) decay of 185 Bi was previously studied by Davids et al. [2] and Poli et al. [3] . In total a few tens of proton and α decays were observed (deduced proton branching ratio b p =85(6)% [3] ), which were attributed to the decay of the 1/2 + oblate intruder state. The observation of only one isomeric state in 185 Bi was in contrast to the decay of all heavier odd-mass 187−207 Bi nuclei in which two long-lived isomeric states are known: a nearly spherical 9/2 − ground state coexisting with an excited oblate intruder 1/2 + state. In order to search for the decay of a possible second isomeric state and to improve statistical uncertainty of the previous measurements we re-investigated the decay of 185 Bi. In our experiment the statistics was increased by about one order of magnitude within about half the beam time as compared to [3] . The spectrum of proton decays of 185 Bi obtained in our work is shown in Fig.2 . The data analysis is in progress.
By correlating the proton decays of 185 Bi with the known 6626 keV α decay of the daughter nucleus 184 Pb an α-branching ratio of b α ( 184 Pb)=80(15)% was deduced, which is in disagreement with the value of b α ( 184 Pb)=23(14)% from [3] . The reduced α width δ 2 α ( 184 Pb)=48(10) keV, deduced from our data using the Rasmussen formalism [4] , fits well to the systematics of reduced widths for the neighbouring even-even Pb nuclei. In contrast, the value of δ 2 α ( 184 Pb)=13(8) keV from [3] results in an unexpected kink in the otherwise smooth reduced α-width systematics. 95 Mo)=419 MeV was used. The total number of 186 Bi nuclei collected was at least fifty times higher than in the previous works [5, 6] . Along with the possibility of measuring α-γ coincidences and excitation functions this allowed us to perform a more detailed study of this nucleus (see table 1 ). As in the heavier odd-odd 188−196 Bi isotopes, the existence of two α-decaying isomeric states with tentative spin and parity assignments of (10 − ) and (3 + ) was confirmed. A number of new γ transitions in the daughter isotope 182 Tl were observed. Partial data are reported in this contribution, while the full account will be given in [1] . 
a -complex structure with contributions from many α decays. The next four lines show the α decays with a well-defined α-decay energy only. Due to uncertainty in the half-life determination these decays may belong to different isomers in 186 Bi. They are shown in Table 1 separately only to provide information on the α-γ coincidence relations. b -complex structure with contributions from many α decays. Proton spectrum measured in the 93 Nb( 95 Mo,3n) 185 Bi reaction. Shown are the proton decays recorded in the PSSD and correlated with recoils within 300 µs after implantation.
188,190 Bi
Based on α-γ coincidence relations considerably improved data on the fine structure α decays of 188, 190 Bi were obtained. For both of these nuclei a total number of α decays observed was about two orders of magnitude greater compared to previous work [7] . In particular, a (10 − ) isomeric state, being presumably a member of the [π1h 9/2 × ν1i 13/2 ] 2 − −11 − proton-neutron multiplet was identified in 184 Tl. The excitation energy of the state fits well to the systematics of 10 − intruder states in the heavier odd-odd mass Tl nuclei. Full account of the data will be given in [8] . Ac was first identified by Valli et al. [1] , who reported a half-life of T 1/2 = 0.17(1) s and an α -energy of E α = 7602 keV. In a recent study on decay properties of Ac -isotopes close to N = 126 indication for fine structure in the α-decay of 215 Ac was observed [2] . To confirm these results and to obtain further information on its decay properties a more detailed investigation was performed. 215 Ac was produced by the reaction 209 Bi( 12 C,6n) 215 Ac at bombarding energies E lab = 85 MeV and 109 MeV. It was separated from the projectile beam by SHIP and afterwards implanted into a 16-strip -Sidetector, which was used to measure the α-particle energies. Th (data are taken from [3] ) and δ 2 ex is the reduced width for the decay of interest. Both reduced widths are calculated according to the method of Rasmussen [4] . In figure 1 we compare our proposed partial level scheme for the daughter nucleus 211 Fr with those of neighbouring N = 124 isotones. In the α-intensities losses due to summing α-particle and conversion electron signals were not taken into account, since for the relatively large γ-energies for most of the transitions, one expects small internal conversion coefficients. This is also evidenced by a small number of Fr K X-rays associated with 215 Ac α-decay. The by far largest fraction of X-rays is associated with the 505.9 keV level and by some fraction also with the 633.1 keV and 739.2 keV levels. Therefore α-intensities feeding these levels are probably underestimated and thus their HF's overestimated. [210] [211] [212] Ra, which decay by emission of γ-rays. The measurements were performed in the focal plane of SHIP using delayed coincidences between γ-rays emitted from the evaporation residues which were implanted into a Si-strip detector. The isomers were produced by the reaction Ra.
Fine Structure in the
It is evident from Fig. 1b that the excitation functions for -lines of groups (I) and (II) coincide with those for the α-decays of 212, 211 Ra, which form a not resolved line dublett in our α-spectra and that the maximum for group (II) is shifted to higher values compared to (I). Thus group (II) is attribueted to an isomeric state Ra. Indeed, an isomeric state in 210 Ra has been identified at the RITU -separator in Jyväskylä, Finland, several year ago [2] , but decay properties have not been reported so far. Our data, however, agree with their unpublished results [3] . The decay schemes for Ra is attributed to a 13/2 + -state decaying via a 9/2 -level into the 5/2 -ground-state [4] . The spin assignments 13/2 + and 9/2 are supported by a conversion coefficient α k = (0.73±0.11) for the 396.1 keVtransition obtained from the intensity ratio of K-x-rayand --coincidences Σ (K-x-rays(Ra) 802.0) / Σ(396.1 802.0), which is in best agreement with the value expected for an M2 transition [5] . The isomer 210m Ra is attributed to an 8 + -state, similar to neighbouring even-even isotopes [4] . As a pecularity here the transitions 6 A new experiment has been performed at GSI, aimed at the investigation of various aspects of γ-ray emission in spontaneous ternary fission of 252 Cf. The experimental setup (see Fig. 1 ) consists of the fission fragment (FF) and light charged particle (LCP) detector system CODIS2, and two segmented Super Clover Ge detectors facing the 252 Cf source at a distance of 8 cm. CODIS2 is the successor of CODIS (see [1, 2, 3, 4] ), having a similar Frischgridded 4π twin ionization chamber (IC) with sectored cathode for measuring FF energies and emission angles, and two rings of LCP detectors with 12 ∆E-E telescopes each. Compared to CODIS, several modifications have been made for the FF IC to accept the higher counting rate (2 × 10 4 fissions/s) and for the LCP telescopes to improve mass and nuclear charge resolution. Figure 2 demonstrates the high separation power achieved for the LCP registration. The GSI segmented Super Clover Ge detectors used in the experiment are among the largest Ge detectors in the world consisting of 4 Ge crystals, each one 14 cm in length and 6 cm in diameter. The central part is the FF and LCP detector system CODIS2, contained in a cylindrical vessel filled with 570 torr methane as the counting gas.
From the list-mode data registered during several weeks of measurement we will be able to deduce the following sets of parameters and their mutual correlations: masses, kinetic energies and emission angles of the FFs; masses, charges, kinetic energies and emission angles of the LCPs; energies and emission angles of the γ-rays.
Our main topics of interest include the following issues:
• Gamma-ray spectroscopy of fission fragments. By applying Doppler-shift corrections to the γ-rays emitted from the FFs in flight one can unambiguously assign the γ-ray transitions to particular FFs under given conditions on fragment masses and energies. Figure 2: Sample plot for the separation of LCPs with the newly designed LCP telescopes. The plot shows ∆E-E rest patterns from He to C LCPs (bottom to top). Note that for the Li LCPs the three parallel lines for the 7, 8, 9 Li isotopes are well separated from each other.
• Angular anisotropy of γ-rays in binary and ternary fission. Measurements of angular distributions of single γ-ray transitions may provide important information on the fragment spins and their alignment. Of special interest is the comparison between the binary and ternary data. In the latter case the FF spin population and alignment might be affected by the emission of the LCPs [4] .
• Emission of LCPs in excited states. In addition to the γ-decay of the 10 Be first excited state observed in the previous measurement [2, 3] , γ-rays from other LCPs (e.g., Li-isotopes) should become accessible.
• LCP yields. New data on isotopic 252 Cf LCP yields are obtained due to the outstanding resolution of the LCP telescopes. This work was supported by the BMBF under contract 06DA913. 3 He) reaction on Sn isotopes, which was considered to be promising for two reasons:
Final result from precision study of deeply bound pionic 1s states of Sn nuclei
i) The existence of 3s 1/2 -neutrons in one of the last bound orbitals dramatically enhances the population of the pionic 1s state, being quasi-substitutional at the recoil-free condition.
ii) The long chain of stable isotopes of Sn allows to observe for the first time the isotope effect in deeply bound pionic states and thus to seperately deduce the isoscalar and the isovector part of the pion-nucleus potential. The isovector strength parameter b 1 is of fundamental interest due to its direct relation to the pion decay constant and chiral order parameter f π . Information on the experimental method and the relevant instrumental parameters is given in Refs. [2, 3] . The data analysis has now been completed and binding energies and widths of the pionic 1s state in 115,119,123 Sn were determined [3] . The measured double differential (d, 3 He) cross sections d 2 σ/dEdΩ with 124,120,116 Sn targets are shown in Fig.1 . The thin mylar backing attached on purpose to the targets gives rise to a prominent peak due to the p(d, 3 He)π 0 reaction, whose higher-energy edge serves as an absolute calibration point with an accuracy of ±7 keV. The observed 1s binding energies (B 1s ) for the Sn isotopes 115, 119 and 123 are 3.906 ± 0.024 MeV, 3.820 ± 0.018 MeV, and 3.744 ± 0.018 MeV, the 1s widths (Γ 1s ) are 0.441 ± 0.087 MeV, 0.326 ± 0.080 MeV, and 0.341 ± 0.072 MeV, respectively. The binding energies and widths of pionic 1s states of heavy nuclei are almost exclusively determined by the s-wave part of the pion-nucleus interaction, whereas the contribution of the p-wave part is nearly negligible. Using p-wave parameters fixed from global fits of pionic atom data the measurement of deeply bound pionic 1s states reliably determines the s-wave potential. Its isovector and isoscalar parts can then be determined by a precise measurement of the isotope shift, as indicated above. However, due to the smallness of the isotope shift a more accurate determination of the isovector strength is obtained if the isoscalar part is deduced from the known pionic 1s states of light symmetric nuclei. The values of the isovector effective scattering length b 1 obtained individually in this way for each of the Sn isotopes is shown in Fig.2 , together with the b 1 value deduced from the previous 205 Pb data [1] . For the weighted average we obtain b 1 = −0.115 ± 0.005 m −1 π , considerably enhanced as compared to the vacuuum value b free 1 , resulting in the ratio b
Since the pion effectively probes a density of 0.6 ρ 0 this corresponds to a reduction of 37% for the chiral order parameter f 2 π at normal nuclear density. A π + induced reaction used in hypernuclear experiments is characterized by its large probability to produce a Λ hyperon bound nucleus. At KEK, high resolution γ-ray spectroscopy with the Ge-detector array HYPERBALL has been successfully performed for
Λ Li reaction at 1.05 GeV/c by Tamura et al. [1] . A similar experiment for medium heavy nuclei with A ∼ 90 has been also proposed at GSI to investigate inner shell transitions [2] . Gamma-ray spectroscopy with Ge detectors is difficult because of high energy particle background in the Ge detectors, causing large dead time due to saturation of the preamplifiers. The problem was solved by the HYPERBALL collaboration by using transistor-reset preamplifers [1] . However, the nature of the background has not been well understood.
At the pion beam facility at GSI, we produced a secondary π + beam from a primary 12 C beams at 2 GeV/u on a Be production target, Secondary beams with 0.929 GeV/c (Bρ = 3.094 T·m) and 1.131 GeV/c (Bρ = 3.766 T·m) of π + momentum were transfered to Cave C. Two different experimental targets, 89 Y with 1.25 cm diameter and 3 cm thickness and 12 C with 2 cm diameter and 6 cm thickness were used at each momentum. Since there is no separator in the beam line, other secondary particles in particular 1 H, 2 H, 3 H and 3 He were also delivered to the experimental target. Time-Of-Flight (TOF) was measured for the beam particles by using two plastic scintillators with 5 mm thickness separated by 2.2 m. Figure 1 shows the separation among the beam particles at Bρ = 3.766 T·m. The beam distribution was measured by a positionsensitive Si strip detector with 0.47 mm strip width to be σ x = 7.3 and σ y = 8.9 mm. Particles produced in the experimental targets, 89 Y and 12 C, were measured by a BaF 2 detector at 90
• surrounded by 6 NaI detectors. The BaF 2 detector is hexagonally shaped and is 14 cm long with an inscribed circle radius of 4.34 cm. The NaI detectors are also hexagonal and are 20 cm long with an inscribed circle radius of 2.94 cm. A plastic scintillator with 9 mm thickness was placed in front of the BaF 2 detector. The distance of the BaF 2 to the target center was 15 cm. Particle identification was performed by pulse shape analyses with information on the plastic scintillator and NaI detectors. Spectra of π + , protons, high energy γ-rays from π 0 decay, high energy neutrons, electrons, heavy ions, and low energy neutral particles, which are mainly low energy γ-rays and neutrons (E < 30 MeV), from the target were obtained for each kind of projectile by using cuts in TOF and the beam position. Table 1 shows preliminary results for the yield of observed particles by π + and proton beams on the 89 Y target with more than 10 MeV energy deposition in BaF 2 normalized to the beam intensity at the experimental target at 1.131 GeV/c. We have observed significant particle background with the π + beam hitting the 89 Y target at 90
• and we preliminary conclude that the rate of produced particles in the target can be explained by nucleon resonances. For proton beams as shown in the table, we observed less particles from the target, and we observed almost no particles with the other beam particles.
The results of the measurement show that the proposed hypernuclear γ-spectroscopy with two VEGA Ge detectors at 3 cm from the target center [3] Counts/100ps Experimental studies of heavy hydrogen isotopes have recently attracted much interest and some intriguing results [1] have been reported. The structure of heavy hydrogen nuclei is expected to be similar to that of neutron-rich helium isotopes, i.e., an inert core (here triton) surrounded by valence neutrons. The experiment was performed using a 6 He beam with 240 MeV/nucleon from the FRS impinging on a carbon target and the one proton knockout channel has been investigated. Advantageous in this case is that the momentum transfer in the reaction is small ( < ∼ 30 MeV/c) and the data can be analyzed in the framework of the sudden approximation. The kinematically complete measurement was done at the ALADIN-LAND reaction setup; the relative momenta of all particles in the t+n+n final state could be reconstructed. Momentum distributions, relative energy spectra together with partial energy distributions (e.g. ε = E nn /E tnn ) and angular correlations could thus be deduced in this experiment. The weights of different configurations in the t+n+n system were determined from experimental data, using a method proposed in Ref. [2] . It is based on a series expansion of the final state wave function into hyperspherical harmonics and represents a three-body generalization of the expansion in sperical harmonics known from two-body systems. The data are presented in two different coordinate systems in momentum space: (i) the T system shown in the inset in Figure 1 where the lines point along the directions of the relative momenta of all involved particles in the center of mass and (ii) the Y system, where one of the two neutrons is exchanged with the triton. In both coordinate frames the explicit expression for the probability distribution, can be written as:
where W(ε, ϑ) is normalized to unity. The transformation of the complex amplitudes C SKlxly from T to Y coordinates and vice versa are fixed through Raynal-Revai coefficients. The projections W(ε, ϑ)dε and W(ε, ϑ)dcos (ϑ) where fitted to the data in both coordinate systems. As result, the C SKlxly were determined and the corresponding probability distribution W(ε, cos(ϑ)) is shown in Figure 1 . The strongest component in the mixed ground state configuration is related to spin and parity J π = 1/2 + . This observation is in agreement with recent theoretical work [3] , and is further supported by direct comparison with the measured energy spectrum of the t+n+n system shown in Figure 2 . The current work [4] presents a successful application of hypersperical harmonics to the analysis of few body continuum states. The method can readily be extended to reveal information about the three-body continuum structure of heavier exotic nuclei, e.g., 11 Li and 14 Be.
The study of neutron-rich light nuclei near the drip line has attracted much attention as they exhibit a particular nuclear structure, namely an extended distribution of the valence neutrons surrounding a compact core. Recently the differential cross section for elastic proton scattering from 6, 8 He and 8,9,11 Li at 700 MeV/u using the technique of inverse kinematics was successfully measured at GSI [1, 2, 3] . A high-pressure hydrogen-filled ionization chamber was used as the target and a proton detector. The experiments were performed in the small range 0.002 ≤| t |≤ 0.05 (GeV/c) 2 of the four-momentum transfer squared t and have yielded valuable information on the nuclear sizes and radial structure of nuclear matter density distributions. Recently, a novel experimental approach has been accomplished with the aim to deduce the differential p 6, 8 He cross sections in the t-range 0.05 ≤| t |≤ 0.25 (GeV/c) 2 close to the expected first diffraction minimum. The experimental setup allowed to track and identify the projectile nuclei in coincidence with the recoil protons. The major difference with respect to the previous experiments was that instead of the active gaseous target, a 600 mg/cm 2 liquid hydrogen target was used and a position sensitive scintillator wall measured the recoil proton energies via time-of-flight [4] . The experimental arrangement allowed for a very lowbackground data taking. At present, only preliminary results for the p 6, 8 He differential cross sections at the larger Figure 1 : Experimental differential cross section of p 6 He elastic scattering versus momentum transfer squared t. Full symbols are data taken from [1] , empty symbols are data from the actual measurement. The insert shows the area of overlap. The solid curve is the result of a fit of the combined data set. t-range have been obtained. An example of the measured p 6 He cross section is shown on Fig. 1 together with the fit of the combined data sets at low and high momentum transfer using a double-gaussian parametrisation for modelling the matter distribution in core and halo as input for a Glauber calculation (for details see [2, 4] ). The density distributions of nuclear matter obtained for 6 He are shown in Fig. 2 . Solid curves are the results of averaging of densities deduced from fits to the data using different model parametrisations (for details see [4] ). As it was predicted by theoretical calculations [5] , the recently measured data together with the data from the previous experiment allow to deduce the size and radial shape of the core in 6, 8 He with higher precision. The analysis of the p 8 He cross section is currently in progress. The large spatial extension of the wave function of the loosely bound valence neutron(s) of halo nuclei gives rise to non-resonant dipole transitions to the continuum with large transition probabilities close to the neutron threshold. The fact that this dipole strength is characteristic for the ground-state structure of the projectile was used to extract the single-particle properties, so far only for loosely bound nuclei with neutron separation energies below 1.2 MeV [1, 2, 3 ]. Here we shall discuss the Coulomb breakup of the odd oxygen isotopes, where the last neutron is relatively well bound, e.g. S n = 4.1 MeV for 17 O and S n = 2.3 MeV for 23 O. This study will serve as a testing ground to explore the scope of the Coulomb breakup method as a spectroscopic tool.
The unstable oxygen ions were produced by fragmentation of a primary 40 Ar beam, separated by the Fragment Separator FRS and directed onto secondary carbon and lead targets. The dipole-strength function has been extracted from the electromagnetic excitation of the projectile (in the Coulomb field of the lead target) to the continuum followed by neutron decay. The coincident measurement of the charged fragment, neutron, and γ-rays allows to determine the differential cross section exclusively for the different fragment states populated. Contributions from nuclear excitations were estimated by measuring cross sections with a carbon target. The spectroscopic factors associated with the individual configurations are obtained from the ratio of the measured cross section to the cross section calculated in a direct-breakup model using the wave function of the concerned configuration as an input. Details of the method are found in [2] .
For 17 O (J π = 5/2 + ) the Coulomb breakup reaction yields the 16 O core mainly in the ground state as expected. The differential cross section dσ/dE rel is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of relative energy between 16 O(0 + ) and the neutron. A comparison with similar results obtained for 11 Be [3] shows that the distribution is much broader and the peak cross section is much smaller (by about two orders of magnitude). Obviously, this reflects the fact that the valence neutron of 17 O is well bound in a l = 2 state, while 11 Be has a well pronounced halo structure. It clearly demonstrates the tremendous sensitivity of the Coulomb breakup cross section to a halo-like tail of the wave function. Our preliminary analysis yields a spectroscopic factors of 0.8(1), very close to the expected value of 1 and also to the result of S = 1.04(10) obtained from an electron scattering experiment [4] , thus giving confidence that Coulomb breakup can be utilized to extract quantitative nuclear structure information.
The results obtained for 19 O and 21 O demonstrate the importance of an exclusive measurement including γ-ray coincidences. In both cases, the main contributions to the + > in the wave function was obtained. A preliminary analysis results in a value of 2.3(2), which is rather close to the shell-model prediction of Brown of 2.59 [5] .
Although the cross sections are much smaller for the non-halo nuclei with comparatively large separation energies, the shape of the cross section as well as the absolute magnitude is well reproduced by the direct-breakup model. The enormous sensitivity of the cross section to the tail of the wave function makes Coulomb breakup one of the most efficient spectroscopic methods to extract quantitative structure information on the ground-state configuration of unstable nuclei even with very low beam intensities. In this context we finally mention a recent experiment studying 23 O. A ground-state spin assignment of J π = 1/2 + could be made and a spectroscopic factor was deduced [6] Nuclear structure manifests itself in many features, which are widely investigated, e.g. in ground-state properties like binding energy, half-life, radius and deformation. Signatures of nuclear structure arise also in the production yields in specific nuclear reactions at low energies, gradually disappearing and transforming into smooth distributions with increasing excitation energy induced in the reaction. In the latest years signatures of nuclear structures were found in the production yields in deep-inelastic and in fragmentation reactions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , which can be quite violent and which are expected to introduce a large range of excitation energies in the nucleus. Here we will report on the production yields from the projectile fragmentation of 1 A GeV 238 U nuclei in a titanium target, measured at GSI. The residual nuclei were fully identified in mass and atomic number with a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer, the FRS, and their production cross section were deduced. Details of the experimental set-up and of the analysis method can be found in ref. [9] . The data were filtered according to the N-Z number. The production cross sections of the observed fragments, grouped according to this filter, are shown in Figure 1 . The data reveal a complex structure. All even-mass nuclei present a visible evenodd effect, which seems particularly strong for N=Z nuclei. Odd-mass nuclei show a "reversed" even-odd effect, with enhanced production of odd-Z nuclei. This enhancement is stronger for nuclei with larger values N-Z. However, for nuclei with N-Z=1 the reversed even-odd effect vanished out at about Z=16, and again an enhanced production of even-Z nuclei can be observed. We tested the hypothesis that these fluctuations are produced at the end of the evaporation cascade due to the influence of nuclear structure on the properties of excited levels. Applying a statistical model, where pairing, modeled as a blocking effect, was introduced both in the masses and in the level densities, the number of bound states, representing the number of possible final states, was determined. For the odd-mass nuclei the statistical model reproduced the observed structural effects in all their complexity. For the even-mass nuclei, the statistical model predicted no structure at all. Analysing the experimental masses and energy levels found in literature, two important aspects emerged: 1) compared to other even-even nuclei, the N=Z nuclei, which are multiples of alpha particles, are exceptionally strongly bound, 2) while blocking effects are expected to destroy the even-odd staggering of the ground-state energies immediately, part of the even-odd staggering survives up to excitation energies in the order of 10 MeV above the ground state. These findings go beyond the blocking effect of pairing and indicate more complex structural phenomena. Recently, possible origins for these structural effects, like mean-field contributions to pairing effects, alpha clustering and neutron-proton pairing, were discussed intensively [10, 11, 12] .
Our experimental data suggest that structural effects are restored in the end-products of hot decaying nuclei, whose structure is ruled by the available phase space in the last step. It seems that a systematic investigation of the fine structure in the production yields from highly excited nuclei is a rich source of information on nuclear-structure phenomena in slightly excited nuclei found at the end of their evaporation process. It is a challenge to quantitatively interpret these results with theoretical models in order to better understand the complex nuclear-structure phenomena behind. Pb projectiles with different targets forms part of a comprehensive study of fragment formation in a neutron-generating target for accelerator-driven systems (ADS) [1] . The data published so far [2] , [3] do not include charge-pickup reactions, which are of specific importance for estimating the production of polonium isotopes in a lead-bismuth ADS target. From the basic understanding of charge-exchange reactions, data on charge-pickup reactions, being sensitive to the nucleonic aspects of relativistic heavy-ion collisions [4] , are also an important test for any microscopic model on nucleonnucleon interactions. However, these studies were limited by lack of experimental data especially those with full isotopic resolution. The measurements with a 1 A GeV 208 Pb beam were performed at GSI-Darmstadt using the full advantage of relativistic collisions in inverse kinematics. The experimental method and data-analysis procedure have been described in detail in ref. [2] , and here only a short overview will be given. The primary beam of 208 Pb impinged on a 87 mg/cm 2 thick liquid-hydrogen, 206 mg/cm 2 liquid-deuteron target, and on the empty target container corresponding to 36 mg/cm 2 titanium target. The fragment separator FRS [5] and the associated detector equipment were used in order to separate and to identify the reaction products. The production cross section of each isotope was determined from the measured velocity distributions. To compare our data with calculations, we used two different intra-nuclear cascade models: ISABEL [6] and INCL4 [7] , both coupled to the same evaporation-fission model ABLA [8] . In the case of the 208 Pb + Ti reaction, calculations were performed only with ISABEL, because in the present version of INCL4 the heaviest target that can be used in calculations is 4 He. The results of these comparisons are shown in figure 1. While ISABEL is reproducing quite satisfactory the measured bismuth isotopic distribution for the 208 Pb + Ti reaction, discrepancies between model calculations and experiment are apparent for proton and deuteron targets. INCL4 is over-predicting the neutron-rich side, especially for the proton-induced reaction. On the other hand, ISABEL is giving better agreement with this part of the distribution, but in the same time over-predicting the neutron-deficient side. It is difficult to judge which model is more suitable for application. The basic physics contained in both models is the same, and the different predictions are the results of different implementations inside INCL4 and ISABEL. The low-energy cross section of the Coulomb dissociation (CD) is an interesting tool to derive low-energy radiative-fusion cross sections of astrophysical interest that are difficult or impossible to measure directly (e.g. when unstable nuclei are involved). The application of this method requires, however, that the multipolarity composition relevant in CD (which is in general different from the one involved in the direct-capture process) is known experimentally.
Current interest focusses strongly on the 7 Be(p,γ) 8 B fusion reaction due to its relevance for solar-neutrino and elementary-particle physics. It turns out that zeroenergy astrophysical S factors S 17 (0) from the most recent 7 Be(p,γ) direct-capture experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] do not all agree within their errors, thus it is desirable to cross check their results by indirect methods such as CD.
To solve the problem of E2-contribution in CD experimentally, we have performed an exclusive CD experiment that allows to analyze the distributions of the breakup particles (p and 7 Be) in the moving frame of the excited 8 B nucleus prior to breakup ( 8 B * ). We have performed firstorder perturbation-theory (PT) calculations in the semiclassical approach to interpret such distributions. An example is shown in Fig. 1 where the transverse in-plane momenta of the proton are plotted for three different cuts in the classical Rutherford scattering angle (θ 8 ), equivalent of impact parameters of 30 fm, 18.5 fm, and 7 fm, respectively. The full (dashed) theoretical curves in Fig. 1 demonstrate what is expected for pure E1 (E1-plus-E2) multipolarities. It is obvious that pure E1 multipolarity fits our data points much better, therefore we derive the S 17 factors for the different E rel bins under this assumption. The resulting S 17 (E rel ) are shown in Fig. 2 . They are in good agreement with those from our first experiment (Ref. 5) and for the lowest E rel bins also with those of Ref. 6 . The data points of Davids et al. [7] , where an E2 contribution was subtracted, are substantially lower than ours. It is interesting to note that the most recent 7 B(p,γ) experiment [4] agrees very well with our data even up to 1.1 MeV. More high-precision measurements are still needed, however, to decide which theory is the best to extrapolate S 17 to solar energies. Our data up to E rel = 1.5 MeV fit best to our PT theory (full line), the resulting zeroenergy S factor amounts to S 17 (0) = 18.6 ± 0.5 eV b. But the bulk of the data can be equally well described by the cluster-model prediction of Descouvemont [8] (dashed curve); fitted to our data, we obtain S 17 (0) = 20.8 ± 0.6 eV b. During most of its life, a low mass star burns H in the center via the pp chain. However, when the central H mass fraction reduces down to 0.1, the nuclear energy produced by the H-burning becomes not sufficient and the stellar core must contract to extract some energy from its gravitational field. Then, the central temperature (and the density) increases and the H-burning switches from the pp-chain to the more efficient CNO-burning. Thus, the escape from the main sequence is powered by the onset of the CNO burning, whose bottleneck is the 14 N(p,γ) 15 O reaction. A modification of the rate of this reaction alters the turn off luminosity, but leaves almost unchanged the stellar lifetime, which is mainly determined by the rate of the pp reaction. 15 O. The peculiarities of the 400 kV LUNA facility are particularly well suited for this study, where reaction γ-ray lines up to 7.5 MeV have to be measured with very low intensities. High beam intensities and high detection resolutions have to be coupled to high target stability and purity, which leads to low beam-induced background; cosmic background is strongly suppressed by the mountain shielding and low intrinsic activity detectors are employed.
The excitation function of the 14 N(p, γ) 15 O reaction (Q = 7.297 MeV) to four final states in 15 O was measured in the region of the resonance at E p = 278 keV. From a constrained fit to the observed γ-ray positions in the γ-spectrum, using as free parameters the 15 O energy levels, i.e. the energy of the secondary peaks of the spectrum, and the Q-value, we obtained: E 1 = 5180.3 ± 0.3 keV; E 2 = 6172.0 ± 0.3 keV; E 3 = 6791.6 ± 0.3 keV and Q = 7297.2 ± 0.3 keV. To determine the precise value of the resonance energy and width, we fitted the measured yield using the machine calibration to obtain the beam energy at each point. The values obtained for the resonance parametrs are: E R cm = 259.1 ± 0.3 keV and Γ p = 1.07 ± 0.05 keV. Properly taking into account the summing effects due to the finite geometry the following values for the resonance strength and branching ra- These values were used in order to obtain the absolute normalization of the cross section at the beam energies below and above the resonance. The yield of the 14 N(p,γ) 15 O reaction has been measured using deposited targets of thickness larger than 60 keV. In particular we have covered the energy range from E p = 147 to 400 keV. In order to determine the absolute cross section from the observed γ-ray spectra, we studied in detail the expected line shape. This shape is determined by the cross section behaviour in the proton energy interval spanned by the incident beam during the slowing-down process in the target. The energy loss of the protons in the thick target gives rise to a drop in the yield at the low energy tail of the capture line.
Since the above result depends on the stochiometry of the target, to obtain the absolute value of the cross section it is necessary to normalize the yield to the corresponding infinitive resonance yield measured with the same target. An example of the fit is given in figure 1 , where the γ-spectrum for the ground-state transition at E cm = 270 keV is plotted: the thin solid line is the background, the bold and the thin dotted lines represent the non resonant and the resonant part of the cross section, respectively, and the bold solid line is the sum of these functions. It is worth to note that we obtain such a fit using as free parameters only the non resonant astrophysical S factor and the background parameters. The final analysis of the measured excitation curve is in progress.
Financial support from GSI F & E Projekt (Bo-Rol) is gratefully acknowledged. In general, only elemental abundances can be measured in ultra-metal-poor, neutron-capture-rich halo stars by optical spectroscopy to be compared with the values in the solar system. In case of strong hyperfine splitting in absorption lines, from high-resolution, high signal-to-noise spectra also isotopic abundances can be determined. Very recently, Sneden et al. [1] have measured the isotopic abundances of the rare-earth element Eu in three metal-poor giant stars. Lambert et al. have redetermined the isotopic abundances of Ba in the halo star HD140283, as contradictory results were reported in the past (see [2, 3] and references therein). In the case of Ba, the odd isotopes 135,137 Ba (which have a pronounced hyperfine splitting) are produced mainly in r-process nucleosynthesis, whereas the s-process mainly contributes to the even isotopes. The s/r-isotope mixture is therefore reflected in the absorption line widths. As described in detail in [3, 4] , we have calculated the rprocess yields of the 3 nuclides 135,137,138 Ba, which lie just beyond the 2 nd r-peak. Fig. 1 shows our model predictions of the abundance ratio f r odd as a function of partial sums of 16 n n -components between n n =10 20 [cm −3 ] and 10
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[cm −3 ]. Similar to Eu [4] , the solar-system r-process ratio can only be reproduced for n n ≥10 22 cm −3 . However, given the large uncertainty of the observation, which overlaps with both r-and s-process values, the quantity f odd alone cannot give an unambiguous answer about the s/r-mixture in HD140283. Therefore, a second observational quantity, in this case the elemental abundance ratio of Ba to Eu normalized to the respective solar values, i.e. [Ba/Eu], has to be considered. And indeed, the value observed in HD140283 [2] clearly excludes an s, -ratio and indicates that an rprocess has been the main contributor to this old star. This is shown in Fig. 2 , where the observed [Ba/Eu] value is compared to the solar-system ratio for pure s-and rprocess and to our r-process calculations [Ba/Eu] r,calc as a function of n n -ranges. In these calculations, the solar r-process value can only be obtained for n n ≥10 24 [cm −3 ]. These are the conditions under which the "main" r-process is just forming the full A 130 peak and the matter flow starts to overcome this bottle-neck. For n n <10 22 [cm −3 ] the predicted r-process [Ba/Eu] ratio may "mimic" different s/r-mixtures, even up to the pure solar-system sprocess value. Therefore, it is extremely important to perform more high-resolution optical spectroscopy of these elements in halo stars. A systematic study of the metallicity dependence of element or isotope abundance ratios as shown above can either determine the onset of a secondary "weak" r-process of so far unknown astrophysical site, and/or of s-process nucleosynthesis in medium-mass AGB stars which evolve slower than the high-mass progenitors of supernovae, the most probable site of the "main" rprocess. Supernova shocks provide the energy for the acceleration of Galactic cosmic rays (ranging up to the actinides), but the source material as well as the acceleration mechanism are open questions. The similarity between ultraheavy cosmic rays (UHCR) and the interstellar medium (ISM) suggested that they may be accelerated out of the well-mixed ISM. But, since most of the heavy elements are ejected into the ISM by supernovae (SN) (which are clustered in space and time), the relative abundance ratios will not differ between these ejecta and the well-mixed ISM. However, the UHCR abundances of the actinide elements, Th, U, Pu and Cm, can provide critical constraints on the major sites of their acceleration and metallicity, as well as on the time scales involved [1] . The most probable source for the UHCR are the about 20 SN explosions which took place over the last 10 MYrs in the close-lying ScorpiusCentaurus OB associations. The shock waves of the first SNs blew an enormous bubble in the ISM, the local superbubble, facilitating the propagation of the ejecta from the later SN [2] . The Mainz group has calculated the r-process yields in core-collapse SN within the "waiting-point approximation" [3, 4, 5] . From these yields the actinide abundances in the cosmic rays averaged over time following the SN explosions are predicted (see, Fig. 1 ).
Using standard Galactic chemical evolution methods, the expected actinide abundances in the present day ISM and in the SN-active cores of superbubbles as a function of their ages and mean metallicity resulting from dilution with interstellar clouds are predicted (see, Fig. 2 ). The current measurements of the actinide/Pt-group ratios [6] and preliminary estimates of the UPuCm/Th ratio in cosmic rays [7] are consistent with the predictions if superbubble cores have metallicities of 3 times solar.
Future measurements of the abundance ratios with improved statistics will help to solve these questions. First results of experiments performed on the MIR space station (ECCO [8] ) and with ultra-long duration balloon flights (TIGER [9] , which serves as an engineering model for the future Heavy Nuclei Explorer mission) are promising. In addition to meteoritic material and optic spectroscopy of stars, a new window to extra-solar matter is opened.
